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O sp r ey F l y B o x
Antron Egg
contributed by

Martin Swain
I first came across this easy to tie pattern on the

MidCurrent Fly Fishing web site. I thought it looked really
cool, so I gave it a try.

Materials

The first time I used this fly was up on the Squamish
when I was targeting rainbows. I caught a couple of
rainbows early and then nothing .... so I moved.
After I moved to a slower pocket of water, in the span of
two hours hooked and landed ten bull trout.
This fly looks odd but when it’s in the water it really
comes alive.
You can tie this with Egg yarn if you don’t have antron.
Hook:
Thread:
Egg:
Yolk:

Scud Hook Size #10 - #12
70 Denier White
Antron - Light orange/gold
Antron - Red

Tying Instructions

1

•

Tie in the thread a ½ hook eye back.

•

Take a small clump of antron on top of the hook tie
down.

•

Repeat the antron three more times on the bottom
and on both sides of the hook.

•

Take a small clump of red antron dub on to the
thread and form a small ball.

•

Then spiral the thread barber pole style down the
hook around the bend.

2

3

•

Lightly pull all four clumps of antron back to the
thread at the bend of the hook and tie them down.

•

Clip excess Antron.

•

Grab the thread and tied down antron and slide
them back up the hook towards the red yoke. This
should form a ball shape with the red yoke barely
visible through the antron.

•

Whip finish cut the thread and use head cement on
the thread wraps. The white thread will take on
the colour of the egg antron.
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